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COLLABORATIVE LEARNING



Collaborative Learning

• Leaner-centric approach 
– Students work best when in groups & cooperating
– Discussion leads to understanding and knowledge

• Not just learning in small groups
– Collaborative activities – students create shared meaning
– Cooperative activities – students share workload of the task

• Students are responsible for their own learning and 
for the learning of their peers



Aspects of Collaborative Learning

• Positive Interdependence
– Students rely on each other to achieve and learn 
– Can be goal, reward, role and resource interdependence

• Face-to-Face promotive interaction
– Students meet to discuss and encourage each other
– Act as a reference group for each other
– Activities can include: providing feedback, exchanging 

resources, encouraging each other



Aspects of Collaborative Learning

• Individual accountability
– Students should know what they have to do and will not be 

“carried” by other members of the group
– Progress of individuals should be known by full group

• Interpersonal and Collaborative Skills
– Students should be encouraged to use and develop social skills
– Skills are needed to work collaboratively effectively



Aspects of Collaborative Learning

• Group Processing
– Students should reflect on how well the group is working
– Review and Reflection
– Identify Changes to make them more effective in the future
– More invested students = more encouraging and motivating



COLLABORATIVE LEARNING 
AND BLOGS



Blogs and Collaborative Learning

• Positive Interdependence
– Writing posts – provokes debate
– Asking questions or requiring feedback
– Providing feedback on posts via comments
– Responding to feedback via other peoples comments

– Face-to-Face promotive interaction
– Not necessarily face-to-face but mediated
– Occurs through posts, comments, feedback
– May be more productive due to technology



Blogs and Collaborative Learning

• Individual Accountability
– Individual posts and comments are attributable (settings 

determine)
– Analytics can be collected
– Contribution can be seen by everyone in team
– Participation can be active, reactive or continuity (Persico, Pozzi

& Sarti, 2010)

• Interpersonal and Collaborative Skills
– The same types of skills as previously seen still apply but 

additionally digital literacy



Blogs and Collaborative Learning

• Group Processing
– Asynchronous communication: enables reflection and communication
– Convenience – Any time, any place

• Issues /  Challenges
– Students may not engage
– Dependent upon technology and collaboration amongst group
– Students must be able to use tools effectively
– Not all students may work well in this environment
– Technology may raise barriers for use for some students
– Asynchronous nature of blogging may slow progress and prevent timely 

feedback



CASE STUDY



Case Study

• Plymouth College of Art, UK
• BA (Hons) Illustration – 3 yr under graduate degree
• Use Collective Blogs in second year of programme
• Project entitled “competitive spirit”
• Game called – The Great Editorial Race
• Runs for 3 weeks in Autumn Semester
• Teams are formed and are an Editorial Illustration team who 

compete with other teams to win jobs
• Each Team needs to assign a captain and setup a team blog

































FINDINGS & DISCUSSION



Positive Interdependence

• Fantasy – The Race was a game
• Role – Required to assign captain, blog admin
• Reward – Prize money
• Identity – Team names, logos, etc

‘I thought we worked well together. I was lucky to have team 
mates that took it seriously and used it to its full advantage.’

• Degree of positive interdependence varied per team

‘Some people were more up for the group effort than others.’



Individual Accountability

• Teams and assigned specific roles and aspects

‘We divided the work up equally, starting with personal 
preference.’

• There appear to be differences between members of the 
same team

‘….. It was very difficult to get other members’ feedback, 
only a few people did it quite well.’



Face-to-Face Promotive Activities

• Varying Degrees as individuals perceived interaction 
differently.

‘I was able to get a lot of second/third opinions on my work 
which I do not normally get, so I think that I was able to 

refine my work to a high standard.’

‘Some members only put their work up once it had been 
sent off ot after the deadline.’



Online Interpersonal and small group skills
• Groups worked well together and communicated

• Often Team Captain ensured team came together

• Some teams used Facebook

• Identified lack of participation but did nothing about it

‘I think the team worked really well together and we were all 
encouraging and supportive of each other work while still giving critical  

feedback. I feel like most of us improved and got a better 
understanding of what was wanted from us.’

‘It was very difficult to get other members’ feedback, only a few people 
did it quite well.’



Group Processing
• Groups did reflect on their progress

• Groups did make adaptations

• Example = Students chose to use Facebook

• Students used face to face time to reflect also

‘We discussed being more honest with our feedback as we got to know 
each other’s work more.’

‘Honestly, we just assigned editorials so that they’d all get done.’



CONCLUSIONS & 
RECOMMENDATIONS



Conclusions & Recommendations

• Collective Blogs are a useful tool for collaborative learning
• Each aspect of Collaborative Learning can exist
• Mixed Results were seen both between groups and between 

students within groups

• For Staff it is easier to see who has contributed within the group
• Works well for Art and Design students
• Provides a means by which future activities can be structured
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